
A PLEA FOR PEDAGOGICAL PLURALITY

There are two kinds of people in the world, my friend: those who think that if they can’t 

find the canonical one way to say it, they don’t understand it; and those who think that if they 

can’t find dozens of different ways to say it, they don’t understand it.  The former are 

theologians; and the latter are teachers.  You dig?  (Adapted from Sergio Leone, et. al., The 

Good, The Bad, and The Ugly).

Two recent books, Isabel Stengers’ Cosmopolitics and Terry Deacon’s 

Incomplete Nature1 introduce daunting arrays of terminology, some neologisms 

and some adapted from sources that may not be generally familiar.  Specimens 

from Stengers include “factishes” (from Bruno Latour)2, and “singularities” (from 

Deleuze and Guattari); Deacon provides us with “absentials” and “ententions” 

(self-imposed), along with many other terminological prodigies.3  Cosmopolitics 

invites us to take a new look at some traditional issues in the philosophy of 

science, and reframe them.  Incomplete Nature sets about a systematic 

(thermodynamic) framework designed eventually to account for the evolution of 

consciousness in humans.  To understand either book is to make peace (perhaps 

a critical peace) with the terminological demands the authors make.

In what follows I want to urge such a peace – though perhaps not 

perpetual peace.  The working premise will be that, whatever else it may be, 

science is a process of mutual learning.  So the dominant line of persuasion will 

be that mutual learning is best served by a tolerant and receptive attitude 

toward neologism once an initial prima facie credibility is established – as it is 

with both Deacon and Stengers, both of whom have a solid track record. 

Authority legitimates candidates, but surely doesn’t guarantee success.

The strategy will be to set out some basic features of Stengers’ rubric, 

with the terminology that goes with it, then use that to present some of the key 

features of Deacon’s project.  The attempt will be to provide a useful 

pedagogical perspective on Deacon without any serious modification of his 

theory.  This is especially possible since his work is rooted in thermodynamics, 

and Stengers was famously closely associated with Prigogine and his 
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thermodynamics.  The works of Alicia Juarrero and Evan Thompson, two others 

who have earned their candidacy, will be used to create a more contentious 

contrast space.  The point isn’t to dwell on contention, but to illuminate Deacon’s 

project by understanding some fundamental contrasts.

As fundamental contextualization we have to acknowledge that 

neologisms are ubiquitous in the history of Western scientific practice.  In fact, 

with the possible exception of quantification and mathematization, nothing is 

more characteristic within that history.  “Mass” may well be the most 

conspicuous example, but only one among millions, ending up, say, with “Higgs 

boson,” or “chaperonens,” or the dozens that will be invented this week.  A large 

part of what historians of science do is explain the rise and robust establishment 

of neologisms and the theoretical and experimental frameworks in which they 

figure.  So to some degree we’re dealing with the obvious here, except that 

particular case by particular case it’s important to account for the risings and the 

robust establishments.  We’ll be doing that in a specific context: the one 

occupied by Deacon and other theorists as they try to increase our 

understanding of human consciousness as a scientific “object.”

THE ECOLOGY OF SCIENTIFIC PRACTICE

The pedagogical rubric taken from Stengers (and Guattari4 via Stengers) is 

the proposal that scientific thought and debate constitutes an ecosystem, and 

can be understood by examining its ecology.  The ecosystem is primarily 

composed of thinkers, theories, and objects of thought and theorizing, but also 

of journals, presses, disciplines, and what can be initially summarized by the 

word “academia.”  Guattari, Stengers, and I are in agreement that this approach 

yields far more than an easy analogy.

In line with what will be urged throughout this paper, I now must say that 

another, much related, approach to science as an ecosystem is taken by Barbara 

Herrnstein Smith, in Natural Reflections: Human Cognition at the Nexus of  

Science and Religion,5 and in earlier works.  Her concerns are focused slightly 

differently from Stengers’.  She says:
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Here, as in previous works, I view cognitive processes in what is sometimes called an “ecological” 

or “dynamic” framework.  That is, like a number of theorists in fields ranging from developmental 

psychology to the philosophy of biology, I understand human cognition as the full range of 

processes and activities through which, as embodied creatures, we, like other organisms, interact 

more or less effectively with our continuously changing environments, thereby ourselves 

changing more or less continuously.

And

I shall elaborate some relevant implications of this ecological-dynamical view of human cognition 

as we go along. The important point to be registered here is that, in a number of significant 

respects, it differs from the strongly mentalist, computationalist, and nativist views that currently 

dominate the field of cognitive science, and that figure accordingly in what are described as 

“cognitive” approaches to religion.

I won’t be discussing her version here, but you can be sure that any of my 

students wishing to pursue the conceptualization of science (and of cognition) in 

ecological terms will be sent to Natural Reflections.

Opening the possibility of studying our investigative practice as an evolved 

and evolving practice is a main excuse for introducing this model.  Another 

excuse is that it’s a useful framework for thinking about terminological innovation 

– an important part of the evolutionary picture.  A third excuse is that as we 

think in terms of the ecology of investigative practice we’ll find particular 

evolutionary conceptual trajectories, rather than instantiation of universal 

typologies of, say, “reason.”  It has to be kept in mind that the (factish) 

“principle of pedagogical plurality” requires that the possibility for other models 

and accounts of scientific practice must be kept open.  In fact, it’s nearly certain 

that several accounts can live together in the ecosystem.

As I lay it out here, the investigative ecosystem is populated by “factishes 

and singularities:” proposed denizens of the ecosystem seeking to be 

individuated as genuine active participants on the one hand, and successfully 

and robustly individuated active participants on the other.  So here, the primary 

distinction between factishes and singularities will be drawn in relation to the 

ongoing success or failure of a particular investigative project, a well functioning 
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cognitive ecosystem.  Among the things that tend to be proposed are objects to 

be studied, the intellectual and physical tools to study them, and us, the studiers. 

As factishes, all these things are tentative, and, to some extent problematic.  As 

they gain their identities through making their contributions to investigative 

success, they gain more and more robust singularity.  Those readers who find it 

strange to find themselves included among the factishes on the road to 

singularity have to remember back to their early days in the classroom – 

students are paradigmatic factishes – and the road to singularity that got them 

to the professional standing they now enjoy.  Some of their early classmates 

never managed to traverse that road: never managed to become active 

acknowledged denizens of a well working investigative ecosystem; never 

managed to become a somebody of the sort they aspired to.  Obviously, the 

process of singularization for us is meant to produce singularization beyond a 

single project, and result in, say, professional credentials.  We and our 

colleagues are both discovered and constructed: our rights are specified, and our 

obligations assigned.

A good analogy here is Pirandello’s Sei Personaggi in Cerca d’Autore.  In 

one of his prefaces to a collection of his plays he explicitly points out that once 

an author creates a character (the paradigm of singularization, as we’ll see) the 

character has rights and the author obligations to the character.  A play needs to 

have stable characters who can be indentified and re-identified.  Changes in 

character have to make sense: be motivated in such a way that characters can 

continue to be reliably singled out over the course of the play.  Pirandello is 

pointing out that the creativity of the playwrite is both aesthetically and 

cognitively constrained; characters are products of creation and discovery at the 

same time.  Only over the course of the work can the factishes the author 

ideates become robust singularities.

Scientists are more apt to talk of hypothesizing than of creating factishes, 

but for hypotheses too, the process of robust establishment is required.  Think of 

the word “stable” embedded in the word “establishment.”  It’s to emphasize 
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process within which what is hypothesized or created prior to establishment is a 

factish, and after establishment a singularity.  Thus scientists create phlogiston, 

or mass, or oysters in the Bay of Biscay, or trajectory, or quantum; and once 

they have, they hope that they as responsible scientists and the created factish 

will live up to their respective obligations, and respect their respective rights. 

Phlogiston couldn’t live up to its social duties, and lost its social rights.  Quantum 

has lived up to its obligations; expanded its range of rights; and created a host 

of new obligations for the scientists – who can no longer singularize quantum as 

they please, but must respect quantum’s rights.  This must be taken literally 

(acknowledging all the risk involved in doing so). Pushing it into the realm of 

metaphor (or even model) is backsliding into constructivism: the divine right of 

scientists, the right of Adam to name all the animals, and epistemology.  The 

avoidance of such backsliding is a main reason for “singularization”  to replace 

“discovery” and “construction” – at least for important pedagogical purposes.

“Singularity” has an interesting plural history.  The strict mathematical 

definition is always relevant – at least in the background.  That is, a singularity is 

a point at which no derivative is defined.  In this sense, the source of the 

concept, especially for the French writers, is Rene Thom’s catastrophe theory. 

But this quickly gets relaxed into the more general image of significant 

discontinuities within continuities or homogeneities.  So, for example, plot the 

density of DNA molecules in a room with a few people in it.  Most of the room is 

“full of” these molecules at a relatively low density, with the density fluctuating 

gently from place to place.  But soon you hit a point where the density changes 

radically and discontinuously: at the boundary of a person, you’ll notice.  That’s 

the first clue, along this line of investigation, that something singular is present. 

Further investigation, along many lines, will confirm and elaborate the singularity 

as a person.

“Objects” have to be singled out in order to be objects.  They have to be 

identified, re-identified, tested against various theories, experiments, and 

previously established singularities.  When they perform up to expectation, pass 
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the tests, they become robust participants in the ecology of investigative 

practice.  The two best historical account of this process  I’ve run across are 

Mendeleev’s discussion of the atom in his Faraday lecture, and Claude Bernard’s 

theoretical chapter from Introduction a l’etude de la medicine experimentale. 

Mendeleev doesn’t use the term “singularity,” but, rather, the terms 

“individualization,” “individualized,” and “individual.”  Nonetheless, his account of 

the establishment of the atom as a robust object within chemistry conforms step 

by step with the processes Stengers adumbrates.  Bernard walks his readers 

carefully through his process of discovery/establishment of the mechanism of 

temperature control in the brain that similarly resonates with the Stengers view.6

It’s important to notice that the establishment of robust singularities need 

not result in homogenous global ontology of objects.  In some cases it certainly 

does establish systematic local ontology: for example, in biological systematics or 

in particle physics.  But in other cases singularities might not look like objects, 

but like relations, or even theories.  They too have to be singled out, 

individuated, and perturbed to establish their robustness.  Entropy, for example, 

certainly isn’t an object, a thing.  Within the investigative ecology it’s a 

singularity: one that Stengers and Deacon deal with at great length, in fact. 

Well, what is it? A relation? A theory?  Deacon wants to account for the evolution 

of consciousness.  Is consciousness an object? Is it a fact? If so, what sort of 

fact? To begin by calling it a factish is to announce that the ontological question 

is an open and live one that needs to be approached with inherited ontologies 

held at bay for a while.

To move to another important example, among the factishes bidding for a 

place in our investigative ecosystem are always our intellectual ancestors, 

however remote they are from us in time.  From the point of view of the 

ecodynamics of investigation, an important distinction has to be made.  It’s one 

thing to learn from an ancestor, say, Kant, and it’s another thing to commit to 

being a Kantian.  It’s really easy to learn from Kant: a smart guy with lots of 

wide ranging insights about all sorts of things.  It’s a lot harder, for me, at least, 
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to be a Kantian.  Substitute any other Great Name as needed.7 Ignoring this 

distinction is the royal road to scholasticism.  It’s also at the root of growing 

dissatisfaction with “interdisciplinary,” over the last quarter century, and the 

attempts to move to “transdisciplinary,” or “extradisciplinary.” Interdisciplinarity 

always seemed to require the preservation of the authority of the disciplinary 

orthodoxies involved, making the meeting of minds very difficult or impossible. 

Turf wars were more likely outcomes of interdisciplinarity than were productive 

syntheses.  The dynamics of mutual learning isn’t served by the insistence on 

sanctity of orthodoxy.

Terminological innovation establishes a context of conceptual change.  It’s 

in this context, that we all know is vital, that Stengers talks of “the curse of 

tolerance:”.  From the ecological perspective, the issue of good science is now 

the issue of maintaining the conditions for cooperative social activity.  For 

example, every member of the circle of scientific practice has the right to their 

evolutionary history.  All those histories somehow have to be respected in the 

mutual establishment of identity-constituting singularization.  But from the point 

of view of every entrenched orthodoxy within the practice, the practice is 

perceived to be shared by noxious beings: weeds, germs, and rampantly invasive 

species.  Since we have to share the practice with them if the practice is to be 

sustained, we somehow have to develop a tolerance for them.  That’s the curse 

we live under.

The curse is especially acute, of course, in the realm of criticism.  For instance, 

some practices have singularized monsters – “rational economic men,” for 

example.  We may want to rip those monsters out by the root.  We may think 

they deserve to be ripped out by the root; but to do so would be to take an 

enormous step towards turning our (necessarily cooperative) investigative 

society into a Hobbesian state of war.  The process of change we want has to be 

accomplished within the tangled system of rights and obligations that 

singularizes us.  Rights and obligations confer and distribute power.

DYNAMICS AT A BASIN BOUNDARY
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Cognitive science is only one of the many fields and subfields where 

terminological innovation is proliferating.  The ongoing study of science as a 

socially organized intellectual activity is another.  We’re examining a situation 

where these two fields intersect.  We’ll be working on rough ground: the study of 

consciousness may be the roughest around.8  The complexity of the contention 

making the ground rough is the central phenomenon to be understood here. 

The dynamics of the rise and robust establishment of neologisms is a highly non-

linear dynamics, as we’ll see.

We also have to remember that in order for there to be neologisms there 

often have to be paleologisms.  We can certainly imagine cases where a 

neologism doesn’t in any straightforward way replace an old way of saying 

something.  Why can’t there be new things to say that haven’t been said before 

(what did “quark” replace?)?  However, the study of consciousness is one of the 

areas where paleologisms abound.  This is recognized by cognitive scientists 

when they speak of “folk psychology” as an earlier way of talking and thinking 

about consciousness.9 Paleologisms tend to have privileged status in the 

dynamics of the conceptual change that neologisms necessarily urge.  They often 

(though not always) skew burdens of proof.  If neologisms arise at sites of 

contention, they often have to fight for acceptance on several fronts at the same 

time, in battle zones where the terms of the battle have long been set.  We’ll run 

up against that situation almost immediately.  That’s one of the things that make 

the ground so rough.10

A major overall assumption throughout this paper, shared de facto by 

Deacon and Stengers is that knowledge is situated: the god’s eye view is 

rejected.  This implies that the learning that goes on in science has a concrete 

history, and that’s the main reason to look at it.  The particular phenomenon 

considered is Terence Deacon’s recent book Incomplete Nature, with referential 

excursions to a few related books.  Deacon is conspicuously fertile in 

terminological innovation, and the management of that fertility offers a case in 

point for exploring the dynamics.  The Guattari/Stengers view that science, and 
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intellectual activity in general, are ecologies of practice, used as an organizing 

rubric, offers a parallel challenge, with terminological innovation as a core issue.

If the force of the commitment to situated knowledge is to be a serious 

one, then this paper itself has also to be situated.  My situation in the ecosphere 

of investigative practice is that of a teacher, so it’s from this point of view that I 

can participate in the ecological interactions.  From that vantage point, several of 

Deacon’s terminological innovations are explored, as well as two of Stengers’ 

innovations.  This produces feedback and feedforward loops in the ecological 

dynamics.  My pedagogical needs (especially with respect to teaching about the 

environment) bias me in favor of both Deacon’s and Stengers’ approaches. 

These needs thus constitute a filter in terms of which contrasts are set up, and 

judgments provisionally made.

Put another way, this is to say that the locus of the ecological dynamics of 

the robust establishment of singularities is public, in the sciences.  It tends to be 

more private in philosophy: not in the sense that work doesn’t get published in 

philosophy, but in the sense that personal and sectarian intuitions are often 

made to carry the weight of decision.  Incompatible theories, systems, and 

traditions persist together, sometimes for millennia, with no definitive resolution 

of their differences.  What this means is that robust establishment of singularities 

is very rare.  In the past I’ve characterized the difference between the sciences 

and philosophy, in this regard, as the difference between “closure disciplines” 

and “no closure disciplines,” but this turns out to be too strong, in the face of 

Stengers’  framework.  It will be much better to acknowledge the play of 

factishes on the road to singularization in the sciences – a dialectic of closure 

and failed closure.  This is, after all, the way to characterize the dynamics of 

subfield boundaries within the sciences themselves.

Nonetheless, the stronger way of putting it has its point within the blunt 

contrast between the sciences and philosophy.  Deacon spends a great deal of 

space attacking what he calls “homunculi and golems,” pseudo-explanatory 

devices inherited from earlier traditions.  The homunculi and golems that bedevil 
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Deacon are real, within the emerging cognitive sciences; and, in his view, a 

serious impediment to progress within them.  But definitive once-for-all exorcism 

is neither possible nor, necessarily, a good idea.  Insistence that everyone enter 

the public sphere of an expanded investigative ecosystem in an attempt create 

dialogue in terms of robust singularization of the sort that the sciences can 

exhibit, at best, is a good idea.  Dialogue, however, has its conditions.  Listening 

and heeding have to be added to talking.  Both meetings of minds and changings 

of minds have to be live possibilities.  This is harder across the boundary 

between philosophy and the sciences than many seem to think.  In fact, 

traditionally, establishment of demarcation and mutual autonomy has been more 

common than the search for common ground.11 The rise of cognitive science has 

forced a re-examination of the boundary dynamics, and a great many of 

Deacon’s terminological excursions are attempts to cut through the difficulties at 

the boundary.

If cognitive science is to be embedded in an ecology to be shared by 

philosophy, then we can’t evade thinking about the ecosystem dynamics.  That 

looks like a long job: too long for this context, but a good start might be to  build 

a model in which science and philosophy constitute two attractor basins with a 

fractal edge between them.  The immediate hypothesis would be that cognitive 

science (along with economy and ecology, I think) lie very close to the fractal 

basin boundary.  The interactive dynamics in that region can be expected to be 

messy, with a large amount of conflict, mutual misunderstanding, and 

indeterminacy.  We can also expect that the scientists try to move research 

toward the core of their attractor, and the philosophers also try to move to their 

core.

We have to keep in mind that setting things up this way isn’t meant to be 

a step toward the establishment of clear demarcation criteria – replacing the 

fractal boundary with a hard boundary.  On the contrary, the whole point of the 

ecological model is to establish the possibility of cohabitation with interactive 

cooperation.  The possibility of doing so has to rest on common cause. 
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Everybody has to have a stake in getting things right: in this case, coming to 

understand human consciousness better.  That, for example, has to countervail 

the tendencies to retreat to the attractor cores.  A quick peek into the thicket is 

to think of the factish “phenomenological,” which shows up a lot in the sphere of 

thermodynamics, and, indeed many other places in science, and also in 

philosophy .  In the sciences, the word has a sort of placeholder function. 

Phenomenological accounts or laws are ones you use when you haven’t yet 

gotten quite to the bottom of the matter.  In contrast, within philosophy, 

“Phenomenology” designates one of the leading families of fundamental  

approaches, with autonomous claims to organize cognitive space.  Does that 

mean that “phenomenology” has to bid for entry into the ecosystem as two 

competing factishes? Are the Phenomenologists (within philosophy) going to 

insist on their self-conception, and consequent self-assigned position within the 

realm of cognitive activity?12

So, in the face of such thorny issues, inevitable at the basin boundaries, 

I’ve chosen the commitment, derived from Stengers, embodied in the 

characterization of factishes and singularities in an investigative ecosystem.  This 

commitment seems to give me the best chance at finding productive pedagogical 

space to work in – to teach and learn in. On this commitment, scientific learning 

is reducible neither to discovery nor to construction.  Yet the deeper commitment 

is to knowledge as situated.  In this space, as Stengers puts it, competing views 

must be treated with toleration.  Exploring some terminological innovations is 

simply one promising way to do so.  High handed a priori refutations are absent 

from this space.  Refutation is a move in models of investigative space being 

rejected.  There is no a priori argument against this or that version of the 

rationalist project.  This is a fundamental feature of the topology of the 

investigative ecosystem.  Of course, some views are rejected; but rejection 

needn’t be “out of hand.” There can be good reasons for rejection.  To my mind, 

feminist critiques of traditional views of science carried out over the latter half of 

the 20th Century were central in getting us to see the situatedness of knowledge. 
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Issues of colonialism are persuasive to me as well.  Part of Stengers’ agenda in 

advocating the ecological view is to provide framework that doesn’t just totalize 

Western science as the new god’s eye.13  In any case, at the basin boundaries, 

terminological innovation is a great opportunity for exploring possibilities of 

ecosystematic harmony that wouldn’t be available while focusing on the brute 

confrontation of the attractor cores.14

Deacon writes in the continuation of a project he’s been pursuing for 

decades  He wants to know, for example, how beasts such as we ever got to be 

able to have consciousness.  (Earlier he had asked parallel questions about our 

linguistic capacities.)  In the usual account of the division of labor, this is flatly a 

scientific project, though inevitably, given the evolutionary history of the 

question of consciousness, philosophical forebears find a way into the 

ecosystem.  For Deacon, their niche is predominantly heuristic and pedagogic. 

Aristotle’s identification of four causes has useful work to do, though we needn’t 

become Aristoteleans.  Similarly, Franz Brentano’s concept of intentional 

inexistence is allowed to have an heuristic role; and Lao Tzu, and Peirce, and …. 

In the mutual learning process (social learning process, we could say) of the 

investigative ecosystem all kinds of things and thinkers could have jobs to do of 

a wide variety.  Educational processes tend to be full of non-linearities, even if 

epistemology is not; and science is an educational process.

JUARRERO, THOMPSON, AND DEACON

 We’re now ready to move on to Deacon.  We can begin by comparing him 

to his absentials, Juarrero and Thompson.  As several folks (including Juarrero 

and Thompson) have noted, the show stopping confluence between IN, MiL, and 

DiA is their treatment of constraints as essential components of causal 

explanations.  It really is fascinating to read Chapter 9 of DiA, Chapter 6 of IN, 

and Appendix B of MiL one after the other.  In their confluence, they offer the 

possibility of some really robust singularization, and beyond that, a foothold for 

joint progress in understanding.  There’s been a lot of talk about priority, given 

the confluence; and some of it, I think, is justified.  But as I said, I’m primarily a 
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teacher, so I’ll take whatever pedagogical serendipities I can get, whatever mud 

has to be scraped off them.  I’ll undoubtedly end up using them all.15

In this case, though, the historical circumstances almost completely blunt 

the priority dispute.  It’s not much of an overstatement to say that anybody who 

has been trying seriously to use (or teach) the resources of “complexity theory,” 

non-linear dynamics, and related material could, and, in many cases (or classes), 

has already produced the rough equivalent of the presentations of constraint 

causation we’re discussing here.  And there are roots: lots of roots.  Juarrero and 

Thompson both pay their respects to Alan Garfinkel.16  Garfinkel put his points 

primarily in terms of structure, rather than constraint, but in doing so laid out the 

logic that lies in the latter term as the three authors present it to us.  The factish 

he constructs is identical to the one J, D and T construct.  Similarly, Juarrero 

appreciates the pedagogical force of Pierre Bourdieu’s term “structured 

structuring structures.” 

Now, there are drawbacks to casting constraint causation in terms of 

structure: baggage that leaks across from the various structuralisms that evolved 

over the course of the 20th Century.  On the other had, I’ve made enormous 

amounts of pedagogical hay with the slogan “Structure enables; Structure 

constrains”.  At any rate, I’ve been able to get the job done that J, D and T want 

done.  But I’ll certainly think about making a change.  I’ve also had good luck 

presenting the “constraint causality” point in terms of “determinate capacities,” 

and the way things are tuned, or not tuned, to one another.  The advantage of 

this approach is that you can easily get across the point of chemical specificity 

(what Goethe called “elective affinities) at both the sub-atomic and molecular 

levels: show how the play of sameness and difference arises.  On from that you 

can also illuminate the play of dependencies and independencies within 

ecosystems, and beyond that the changing dynamics of selection pressures and 

changes of sensitivities: one of Deacon’s important themes.  But “determinate 

capacities”17 and “tuning” both focus on the things that have the capacities or 

are tuned.  This obscures the primacy of relations over things, thus pushes back 
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to a “substance/accident” ontology, something that J, D and T all rightly warn 

against, so in this case I’ll try hard to change my tune.  My responsibilities as a 

singularity in the investigative ecosystem have to be met.  That’s not a mere 

matter of orthodoxy. 

For all that, if I really want to get fancy sometime, I can generate the 

same factishes out of Dick Levins’ seminal work of a half century ago: especially 

his emphasis on the importance of systems within which interaction terms 

dominate.18 The point is, that the more exemplars of a singularity there are in 

the investigative ecosystem the better chance there is that one of them will be 

found that turns the lights on for this student or that.  In the process of mutual 

learning, we can for a long time, or forever, leave the folks who are trying to 

determine which version is the Gospel to their own devices.  In the sciences, 

standard versions emerge far more often than canonical versions.  After all, there 

are Lagrangians and Hamiltonians, Boltzmann entropies and Shannon entropies – 

the first pair reminding us also that most of Newtonian physics is the product of 

the 19th Century.19

However, of course, with respect to the factish of constraint causality, 

there’s much at stake beyond the confines of the ecumenical.  What do the 

authors do with the mutually established singularity? That’s where further 

robustness has to come from; and, in particular, it’s going to have to come from 

the science that emerges from the exploration of the new factishes

We begin with Juarrero, who chooses as her framework the critique of 

“covering law explanation,” a key part of what I would call the “Russell Project,” 

though others would say “the project of logical positivism,” or even just “Humean 

causality.”  Juarrero favors the last of the three characterizations.  Anyone who 

has considered non-linear systems (from weather and climate to organismic 

development, for example) would quickly agree that Juarrero’s critique succeeds. 

The core of her critique of covering law explanation is a rejection of Jaegwon 

Kim’s strictures against emergence.20 Deacon and Thompson provide their own 

critiques of Kim, who has come, by this time, to represent the stalwart defense 
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of Humean causation.21  The three critiques “come to the same thing”, in any 

reasonable pedagogical sense of that phrase.  Furthermore, in a number of 

ways, their critiques of Kim stand in, for all of them, as critiques of any of the 

more orthodox, puritanized, versions of the Russellian project – logical atomism, 

or what have you.22  Nothing that any of the three wants to do is remotely 

consistent with that project; so it has to be rejected flatly.  However, the 

academic politics require the flat rejection to be a polite one, as does Stengers’ 

call for tolerance.

  In the course of the critique, Juarrero elaborates her view of constraints 

as causal.  As I said, it’s a nice account, and has the advantage of pursuing the 

line of thought begun by Alan Garfinkel in terms of the necessity for paying 

attention to structure as we provide explanations.  That, in turn reminds us of 

the connection of complexity studies to latter day “Marxians”, who Juarrez 

acknowledges by approving of Pierre Bourdieu’s formulation “structured 

structuring structures.”23  That is, as a range of traditions tries to work together, 

some factishes, in Juarrero’s case the covering law model, lose their authority, 

and the status of the tradition that continues to promote the factish is damaged. 

The covering law model moves closer to extinction: a formulation that reminds 

us of the presence of evolutionary epistemology in the ecosystem.  Other 

factishes, from the same or other traditions, in this case “structured structuring 

structures,” are insouciantly lifted from the tradition and put to work.

DEACON’S OWN VIEW

Put simply, the explicitly expressed aim of Deacon’s IN is to set agenda 

for the immediate future of cognitive science.  One of the main difficulties with 

the fulfilling the aim, hence one of the difficulties with the book, is that the 

current investigative ecosystem doesn’t yet have a completely comfortable niche 

for this next science, so Deacon has simultaneously to suggest the agenda for 

the next science and prepare a niche for it.  As best he can, he has to do these 

jobs without resorting to the imposition of an a priori framework dragged in from 

elsewhere.  His theory has to be continuous with established science, while 
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simultaneously establishing discontinuities with some of the traditional practices 

of established science.  The result is an extremely gnarly book – but, arguably, it 

couldn’t have been otherwise.

From some traditional points of view, Deacon’s approach must look 

circular, in the sense that the usual expectations for critical advance are that it 

either exhibit new, previously hidden, facts to be accounted for, or a new theory 

to account for old facts.  But Deacon seems to be doing both at the same time, 

in such a way that both fact and theory are equally problematic.  This “problem” 

may, in fact, be part of the reason why Thompson decided to rehabilitate 

Husserl: phenomenology as an exogenous touchstone against which to evaluate 

putative advances.  The problem is especially acute in an area where reflexivity 

abounds, as it does in the study of consciousness “itself.”

The reply to the objection is that Deacon’s strategy certainly looks circular 

– but only if you insist upon looking at it exclusively along one axis.  Looked at 

from other perspectives it looks helical.  (Think of how the x-ray diffraction 

patterns looked to Pauling, Franklin, Wilkins, Watson and Crick, and how they 

learned to read them.)  The ratcheting process of scientific advance takes place 

in a multi-dimensional space.  That space is indeed dauntingly complex, and 

traversing the space can indeed look circular from outside the bounds of 

scientific practice.24  It takes something like the long detailed study in 

Cosmopolitics to dispel this illusion.  The scheme that emerges from Stengers, is 

multidimensional.  The rubric of factishes and establishment of robust 

singularities as constituents of an investigative ecosystem invites the look of 

circularity and/or recursivity, namely the constant interactions within the 

ecosystem that produce its trajectories.  Some factishes are theorish, and some 

are not; but they all seek their establishment as robust singularities.  (That 

sentence is meant to sound nonsensical to those for whom the rigid distinction 

between fact and theory is deeply entrenched – Deleuze and Guattari offer the 

same sort of challenge all the time.) 
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For example, the large bulk of Cosmopolitics is devoted to situating a 

project parallel to Deacon’s – and, in fact intrinsically necessary for it: Prigogine’s 

study of far from equilibrium dissipative structures.  Stengers uses the apparatus 

of “factishes,” and (most productively) “singularities” to lay out Prigogine’s 

suggested departures from both traditional thermodynamics and Hamiltonian 

dynamics.  The work the two concepts do in elucidating the “debate” justifies the 

apparatus; and both reflectively and reflexively singularizes the concepts.  This 

approach can be brought to Deacon’s project.  As a sample, we can take a 

(necessarily incomplete) look at a pair of Deaconsian neologisms directly related 

to constraint as cause: orthograde and contragrade change.

To recall, the Deacon project is eventually to account for how we Homo 

sapiens have consciousness.  This is a project in evolutionary explanation.  What 

has evolved are particular organisms: like all organisms, thermodynamic systems 

stabilized far from equilibrium.  J, D and T all agree that a characteristic 

phenomenon within the evolutionary process (beginning long before there were 

organisms) is the emergence of self-organized systems.  They also agree that 

some of these systems have evolved the capacity to maintain themselves against 

the normal tendency to degrade, and some of them have gotten so good at it 

that they’re able to have what we’ve come to call lives.  For this to be so, the 

systems have to work to maintain themselves.  From the traditional 

thermodynamic point of view, the amount of work they’d have to do seems 

prohibitively enormous.  In the face of this, how was (and is) life (and eventually 

consciousness)25 thermodynamically possible? From a scientific point of view, if 

that question isn’t answered satisfactorily, no other question will be answered 

satisfactorily.  All putative answers that fail to confront the thermodynamics 

squarely can at best be glosses of possible answers.  The elaboration of 

constraint causation pursued by J, D and T (and, as I’ve said, many others) is 

the important first step to a genuine answer.  Where do we go from there?

One promising line -- and maybe the only promising line – is to pick up on 

the word “normal” in the last paragraph.  That opens us to two parallel lines of 
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thought.  The first leads from Aristotle’s theory of natural motion, through 

Galilean/Cartesian inertia, eventually to the general theory of relativity. (IN Ch. 

7) All the theories along this line identify (or misidentify) what we can normally 

expect to happen if some system or other is “left alone,” that is, if no work is 

done to change it.  The second line is within thermodynamics itself, and 

identifies the normal tendency for entropy to increase, or, often equivalently, the 

normal tendency for systems to go to equilibrium.  (On some views you can say 

“go to equilibrium as fast as they can.”).  Enormous amounts of science are 

based on the acceptance of these principles of normal behavior.  As I said, this is 

the root of the basic puzzle about how we, and other complex systems stabilized 

in low entropy configurations, are possible.

Pedagogically, the gloss on this thermodynamic line is relatively easy, 

since imagistically transparent.  Normally things go downhill, not uphill.  All you 

have to do is identify the hills, to find out where the upgrades and downgrades 

are located.  Terminologically, Deacon asks us to talk in terms of orthograde 

processes, the downhill processes we can normally expect, and contragrade 

processes, the uphill processes it takes work to get to happen.  (Terminological 

innovation is no one’s monopoly, so when I come to teaching this I’ll talk about 

orthogradient and contragradient processes – when I’m not just saying “uphill” 

and “downhill.”)26

In simple cases, uphill and downhill will be literal.  If you let the brake off 

in your out-of-gas truck at the top of a hill, you can expect it to roll down.  You 

can’t expect it to roll back up again.  But, as factishes in the serious science 

we’re trying to understand here, “uphill” and “downhill” will have to range over 

analogies to terrain.  There are solidly established traditions for identifying 

legitimate analogies: the process of singularization again.  Are the legitimate 

analogies constructed or discovered? Both.

At this point we have to acknowledge a robust singularity we haven’t met 

here yet: Stu Kauffman.27 Kauffman is one of the real pioneers in the study of 

self-organizing systems and their evolutionary trajectories.  Kauffman has made 
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his contribution partly by furthering the singularization of “adaptive landscapes.” 

This phrase both exploits the central imagery usefully, and connects it up with 

evolutionary and developmental processes robustly.  J, D and T all build, to some 

extent on Kauffman’s work.  But they see that Kauffman doesn’t get all the way 

to the needed picture.  The addition of a robust theory of constraint causation is 

needed to account for the existence of the adaptive landscapes in the first place. 

Such accounts are the key to the robustness of the “hilly landscape” factish. 

They explain why uphill is uphill, and downhill is downhill, and are especially 

important, of course, when they involve highly involved singularities such as life 

and mind.  In those cases the downhills, in particular, can be, as Deacon 

continually reminds us, very counterintuitive.

Why, for example, should daydreaming be orthogradient, as experiment 

indicates it is, and concentrating on a single task be contragradient – i.e. hard to 

do? Or, a little less daunting, why should monoculture be contragradient, and 

weeds orthogradient?28  Deacon’s task as he sees it, in such cases, is to get us to 

ask the right questions.  He knows well that the subsequent answers are down a 

long road of scientific study.  Thus it’s neither a surprise nor a defect that he 

offers no detailed account of the rise of consciousness – though he offers 

interesting suggestions and potential glosses that may or may not pan out.

The work to be done with the terminological innovation of orthograde and 

contragrade is, first, to collect mental processes into the realm of physical 

processes.  Daydreaming is a physical process, not the correlate of neurological 

processes with which daydreaming can be identified.  This despite the fact that 

correlations between neurological processes and daydreaming will surely be 

possible.  But there is no reason to think that the correlations will be one to one. 

The identification of daydreaming as a physical singularity is not the re-

identification of another, neurological, singularity.  If you think it is, then you 

haven’t understood the real force of constraint causality.  The evolved gradients 

that make daydreaming orthograde are not gradients that make neurological 

processes orthograde.  The topology of uphill and downhill that has emerged to 
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make daydreams orthograde is a topology further constraining any neurological 

topology upon which it supervenes.  Daydreams gain their singularity as 

daydreams only in the new topology.29

In fact, daydreaming could be a nice way to get a window into the 

topology that enables not only daydreaming, but more cognitively productive 

phenomena as well.  An initial hypothesis would be that for an animal to be 

cognitively sensitive to its Umwelt with attention and concentration, it has 

continually to (as Leon Glass once put it) tap into a system of ongoing 

oscillations.  Concentration and attention are constraints on a high entropy 

repertoire constantly fluxing along.  Work has to be done to achieve low entropy 

cognition.  That’s why daydreams are orthograde, and concentration 

contragrade.  The former are part of the fluxing along.

The subsequent work to be done is the experimental study of the 

topologies, the constraints, and, of course the evolutionary trajectory from which 

they resulted.  No one has done that work yet, not the least because the 

workplace hadn’t been defined.  In particular, in the contrast space developed 

here, Juarrero and Thompson, as far as I can see, haven’t done that work.

If I’ve understood Deacon aright (and he says I have) then this gloss on 

the singularity of daydreaming is meant to be exactly analogous to ones that 

would need to be done in a thermodynamic framework for organismic 

development, or ecosystemic structure.  In the latter case, one that particularly 

interests me, you might, for example, look at fertility: particularly, the fertility of 

soil, rather than the fertility of organisms.30  The latter would be handled in 

terms of the productivity of offspring in the usual ways; the former would not. 

Soil fertility yearns to be understood in relational terms, and in terms of 

structural constraints and enablements.  There will also be an essential place for 

orthogradients and contragradients.  It’s the logic of those things that we need 

to get clear about.

Without reference to organisms, there would be no way to talk about soil 

fertility.  Of course it’s also true that without organisms there wouldn’t be any 
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soil.  Soil is a singularity only as systematically interactive with organisms. 

(Obviously once we have soil we can sequester it (in plastic bags or whatever) so 

that its interaction with organisms is disabled; and we can even sterilize it so that 

all the microorganisms normally in it are killed.  Doing the latter is the beginning 

of a process that destroys it.  To reconstitute its singularity, we have to mix it 

with other soil.)  Meanwhile, some organisms are so small and inconspicuous 

that we think of them as part of the soil rather than something interacting with 

it.  In fact, there are some contexts within which singularizing soil in that way 

has real point to it.31 But at the same time, there’s point to singling out the 

microbes in their own right as co-participants in the garden ecology.  They 

deserve to have their rights and obligations specified for them.

A further consideration in favor of using fertility as an illustration of 

Deacon’s theory is that fertility is a good example of the emergence of a 

reorganization of orthogradient and contragradient processes.  In fertile soil, 

growing plants is downhill.  In infertile soil it takes a lot of work to make things 

grow.  In fertile soil, it takes a lot of work to stop them from growing.  Weeding 

and/or mulching become essential.  Mulching is particularly interesting, for if you 

use deep mulch to stem the orthogradient growth of weeds, you can’t till the soil 

to aerate it.  You have to trust your earthworms to do that – singling them out 

as partners in satisfying your contragrade needs.  Furthermore, in the context of 

fertile soil, pests become interesting singularities: evil factishes.  To build fertile 

soil is to build an Elysian field for insect predators and pathogens, especially in 

the setting of monoculture.  Their proliferation becomes orthograde, or very 

nearly so, and work has to be done to limit them.  

On the other hand, of course, in many places it takes a lot of work to 

produce fertile soil in the first place.  The system of gradients has to be built.  In 

many other places, this building has been done over long geological time, 

without the  work of humans.  Thermodynamically, there’s “no difference” 

between the two building processes except for the rates at which the work is 
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done.  Practically, though, there’s an enormous amount of difference, especially 

when we consider the processes from a broad ecological point of view.32

If readers find themselves impatient with this elaborate way of putting 

things, they ought to think about their own relationships with garden soil, and, 

beyond that, their relationships to the ecosystem they’re part of.  The point is 

that many of the old ways of thinking of these relationships are in ignorance of 

many aspects of them, and, in the end, disastrous for our tutelage of them.  The 

terminological innovation ought to be tolerated insofar as it leaves behind the old 

ways of thinking, and opens up cognitive and praxical possibilities that old ways 

of thinking have kept closed.33 The system of constraints we’ve constructed in 

the name of human progress seems, in many ways, to be dysfunctional.  Deacon 

thinks that a parallel point is to be made with respect to our thinking about the 

ecology of mind.

The final reason for thinking about soil is to pursue fertility a bit further, 

as a link to two of Deacons terminological tricks mentioned way back at the start 

of this paper: absentials and entention.  Fertility is a necessarily relational 

phenomenon.  The fertility of soil is a sort of summary of the terms of its 

relationship to the plants that grow in it.  Fertility depends not on the one-by-one 

additivity of its constituents, but on the evolved structure of constraints and 

enablements that constitute good soil.  Eating plants is a very old human 

practice; growing plants goes far back as well, and came into its own as 

recognizable agriculture at least as long ago as the Neolithic.  For almost all of 

the time since then, soil microbes were absences from human agriculture, not 

taken into account in growing practice: not recognized even as factishes 

implicated in the causal processes of plant growing.  This needn’t mean that they 

were absent from the soil.  Yet causal accounts of why plants thrived or failed to 

thrive were incomplete all that time, especially as a guide to practice.  Important 

enablements and constraints remained unaccounted for.  Now that’s changed, 

for some growers, though clearly not for all.34  Of course, in the glowing 
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hindsight of the god’s eye view, we can say, knowingly, that they were always 

part of the causal story.

Equally absent in early agriculture, but in a very different way, were the 

things that weren’t in the growing soil, but would have ultimately been 

disastrous if they had been there: petroleum residues; residues of chemical 

insecticides, fungicides, and so on.  But their absence is part of the causal story 

even of that time.  Soil had evolved to maintain itself over a very long time, and 

established a system of constraints for the maintenance of its fertility.  But 

without knowing what it had evolved against, it was impossible to appreciate the 

significance of these absences, and the evolved apparatus for keeping them 

absent.  Nonetheless, they’re also an important constituent of a complete causal 

account, indicating, as they do, the limits of the range of the evolved structure of 

soil, and indicating also the range of its possible future evolution.

Thus one way to look at these absentials, and maybe absentials in 

general, is to adopt another idea of Garfinkel, that of the possibility space. 

Constraint causality singularizes possibility spaces: it differentiates what you can 

and can’t make grow if you’re one sort of soil, for example, from what you can 

and can’t make grow if you’re another sort of soil, formed under different 

conditions, and over the course of different contingencies..  But there are lots of 

things a given soil could do that it may not ever get around to doing.  These 

unactualized possibilities are as much a part of being that soil, having that 

determinate range of fertility, as the actualized possibilities.  For example, they 

figure in the “statistics” when considerations of the orthograde and contragrade 

are brought back into play.

It seems useful to me to think of the word “absential” as the shorthand 

for two sides of the same coin: absent essentials, and essential absences.  The 

second is secondary, but easier: Lots of essentials must be kept absent at some 

stages of the investigative process, or we couldn’t organize thoughts – we’d be 

on perpetual overload.  In this way, absentials are almost always intrinsically 

connected to abstraction and analogy.  In fact, they’re denizens of the 
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storehouse of potentially productive abstractions and analogies.  Then, the 

analogies are the on-the-ground organizers: the locus of the thought dynamics 

as factishes become singularities.  When singularities become sufficiently robust 

they can disappear again as we go on in their absent presence.

Now absent essentials.  Here we have all the things we didn’t know about 

soil for so long.  It’s consistent with Deacon that false or illicit assumptions be 

(local) absentials, that there be false analogies as well as good ones.  (Dick 

Levins may have thought that they were all false.  Then the operative distinction 

is between productive and unproductive,  “the lies that get us to the truth,” as 

he used to say.)  Unearthing absentials as factishes, and going on to establish 

them as robust singularities, is long hard work, and needs a lot of patience. 

(This can be hard to get across to students in philosophy, for example, who lack 

a feel for this sort of patience.)

To move closer to issues of consciousness with another concrete example, 

why is it, we want to know, that Deacon’s book is so inhumanly tedious? Well, 

possibly it is so largely because of all the possible objections he can imagine to 

his theory.  He’s probably better at identifying these possibilities than his 

potential critics are.  Many of these possible critics don’t themselves appear as 

robustly singularized factishes, but only factishes in absentia.  The intellectual 

defenses are waiting in the text to deal with them should they attack, just as the 

chemical defenses of a plant are on hand ready to deal with threats that never in 

fact materialize. But their absence is felt.  I take it that I’ve just given a possible 

causal account of an apparent factish: Deacon’s prolixity.  At any rate, the 

hypothesis that most absentials involve the modal characterization of constrained 

structure seems to me a live one.

We have yet to consider what are probably, in a discussion of the 

evolution of consciousness, the most important absentials: those associated with 

the ententional.  “Ententional” while not yet directly addressed – brought to the 

surface -- has already crept in surreptitiously.35  Fertility is only fertility if it’s 

about the organisms it sustains.  Plant defenses are about a very determinate 
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range of threats, actual or potential, at any given moment.  But this sort of 

aboutness is ubiquitous: the sort of thing I’ve been in the habit of talking about 

as differential determinate capacities and tuning.  In a tenuous sense, there’s a 

“first person” and a “third person” sense of “environment” for everything that 

lives, however tiny.  Every organism has a limited range of sensitivities: 

environmental signals that have causal consequences because the organism is 

sensitive to them.  That’s the analogue of “first person”.  But there are also 

features of the ambience of the organism that it isn’t sensitive to in that way, but 

that have (potentially lethal) consequences for it.  These are features, for 

example, for which it has no evolved defensive strategies.  That’s the “third 

person” sense of environment.  That distinction could be useful in elucidating 

evolutionary accounts, since it has implications for the analysis of traits exposed 

to selection pressure, and traits screened off from selection pressure.

Another (maybe less problematic) way to put the distinction between first 

and third person environment is again in terms of possibility spaces.  An 

organism has evolved to have a range of possibilities that it’s about, and a range 

that we can  identify that are out of its range.  The topology of these possibilities 

is crucial for the range of future possible states that the organism can attain. 

Notice that at this point it’s really tempting to say that there are features of its 

environment that the organism is aware of, and others that it isn’t aware of – or 

that there some things in any organism’s environment that have no meaning for 

it.  But no, resist the temptation, for in that direction lie homunculi and golems. 

In Deacon’s terms, that would conflate ententions with intentions.  The factishes 

of intention are creatures of a language generated out of human capacities, and 

very many, if not most or all, other organisms lack many of the relevant 

capacities.  Intentions are ententional, but not the other way around.  It requires 

additional emergences, additional enabling constraints, to have intentions, as 

they exist as singularities in our study of ourselves.  Here as throughout, 

Deacon’s terminological innovation is designed to blunt the priority of what he 

considers false trails to understanding.  He actually wants to affirm the 
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specialness of our more exotic capacities, but thinks that in order to do so we 

have to change our habits of thought.  We have to construct accounts that 

proceed from the bottom up: that actually account for how we got to be what 

we are.

TO SUMMARIZE

I teach Philosophy of Science to Philosophy majors, majors in psychology 

and Cognitive Science, majors in Environmental Studies, and – others.  They’re 

all at the basin boundary themselves.  I need all the flexibility I can get. 

Terminological plurality – at the right times – helps.  It seems probable to me 

that “entention,” for one example, will be the major locus of debate and 

contention to emerge (as it were) from IN, at least on the philosophy edge of the 

investigative ecosystem.  As I’ve said, it will also be important for me in my 

course on the environment.36  Dealing with interdependencies and interactive 

“aboutnesses” are primary agenda there.  I doubt, though, that my students will 

ever hear the word “entention.”  The substantive singularity that Deacon is after, 

on the other hand, will be central.  It’s absolutely essential to build the 

evolutionary picture of ecological interactions, and guide the understanding of 

them in evolutionary terms.  Deacon’s discussion of entention will help me with 

that.  Beyond that, to return to Stengers, it also helps in our coming to grips with 

the interactive understandings and misunderstandings in our own investigative 

ecosystem: the site of our social learning.
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27 DiA, 123, 136, 178, 252, 253; MiL, 104-105, 215-216; IN, 170-71, 273, 274, 275, 293, 315-16, 92, 397, 
398, 545, 562n.
28 The issue of monoculture vs. polyculture might, in fact, be a good one to examine experimentally, since, 
for example, there can be relatively stable, at a reasonable time scale, apparent monocultures of grasses, 
weeds, and so on.  Lots of work is being done on biodiversity that could be refocused, in metastudies, for 
example, as the study of constraint causality. 
29 Call it the mental topology, but with “mental” re-singularized in a non-Cartesian space.
30 Furthermore, I understand quite a lot about soil fertility, and have absolutely nothing illuminating to say 
about consciousness.
31 See Jeff Lowenfels & Wayne Lewis, Teaming with Microbes: A Gardener’s Guide to the Soil Food Web. 
Portland OR, Timber Press, Inc., 2006.
32 I’ve abstracted from scale considerations here.  There are vast scale differences between gardening and 
farming, and farming and industrial farming.
33 As Edgar Morin puts it, in On Complexity. Cresskill, NJ, Hampton Press, Inc., 2008:
“1.  The deep cause of error is not error of fact (false perception), or error of logic (incoherence), but rather 
the way we organize our knowledge into a system  of ideas (theories, ideologies);
2.  There is a new ignorance related to the development of science itself;
3.  There is a new blindness about the deteriorated use of reason;
4.  The most serious threats that humanity faces are the blind and uncontrollable advances of knowledge 
(thermonuclear weapons, Manipulations of all sorts, ecological imbalances, etc.)”    (p. 2)
34 Learning does that sort of thing for us.
35 In what follows, I’ve suppressed the introduction of Deacon’s distinction between homeodynamic, 
morphodynamic, and teleodynamic processes – a metastable decision on my part.  It’s especially 
problematic to ignore them because a major difference between Deacon on the one hand, and Varela, 
Kauffman, Juarrero, and Thompson on the other is that they apparently deal only with the first two (and 
don’t adequately address the underlying thermodynamics).  I say that without full confidence.  A fuller 
treatment of ententionality than the one I give would require the introduction of the full three-level account.
36 Overall, I steer clear of “consciousness.” There really are too many homunculi and golems prowling that 
turf.


